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Abstract 

The detection of single events like the absorption of r or X-rays and s or s partiel** 
with cooled thermal detector* is now well established and first resolutions obtained are 
proaising. Ve have sore thoroughly investigated the possibilities of the composite 
bolometer which offers the advaaSagi of separating the absorbtion, thermal diffusion and 
theraoaetric functiona. An optioal configuration ia the diaaond eoaposite bolometer with 
a monolithic thermistor. Ixperiaental reaulta are presented on the simultaneous detection 
of different kinds of events («'• • y -rays and a'* + X-ray*) at 1 E temperature. Thea* 
result* confirm the high linearity of this detector (better than 1.3 per cent froa 20 KeV 
to 6 MeV) and it* ability to accept rather high counting ratea (> 100 per second). 

As a conclusion, v* present an exaapl* of application to X-ray astronomy and w* 
underline some problems or developments to be etudied for a space mission. 

Introduction 

The potentiality of cooled thermal detector* to detect single event with a high 
spectral resolution in nuclear physics and X-ray spectroscopy ha* recently bees 
demonstrated ' " . For a long time, aicrocaloriaeters were used only for continuous flux 
measurement at 300 K 4' 5 and aore recently at liquid helium temperature . The use ot 
thermal spectrometer* for research in nuclear physics (neutrino mass measurement) waa 
considered a few year* ago froa a theoretical point of view 7' 8' 9. 

Up to now spectrometers for X-ray astronomy were of the dispersive type or solid-state 
Si(Li) detectors. But high resolution (5 eV) dispersive Bragg spectrometers have ac 
efficiency as low aa 0.01 or 0.001 because of their small effective throughput and/or 
bandpass while the ultimate resolution of solid-state detectors is ~ 100 eV. Thermal 
spectrometer* should reach in a near future resolutions better than 10 eV with nearly 
100 £ efficiency and a very large bandpass (30 eV to 20 KeV) when operated at 0.1-0.3 K. 

At L.P.S.P. we have developped since several years1*"''* the composite bolometer for 
infrared astronomy : in this type of bolometer, absorption, thermal diffusion of energy 
and detection of temperature are realized by different materials th-t we can independen
tly optimise..An optimal configuration is the diaaond composite bolometer with monolithic 
thermistor 1*' 1 5. 

Hereafter, we present the results obtained recently with this type of bolometer in the 
spectroscopy of alpha particles, f electrons and Y o r X-rays. We have not yet reached 
resolutions directly useful for X-ray astronomy but result* obtained at 1 K are very 
promising. In particular we have confirmed that a linearity better than 1 per cent can be 
obtained over 2 decades of energy with relatively high counting ratea (100 per second). 
Consequences for spatial X-ray astronomy are explored. 

Principle and performance Halts 

Low temperature bolometer* have permitted major discoveries in.infrared aatronoay and 
have been extensively used and developped in the last two-decades, *" 1 6» T9-2? t 0 w o r k M 

chopped power detectors averaging fluxes of 10*-10* photons per time conetant. 

Detailed examination-of-a cooled thermal detector as.a single event spectrometer has 
only recently been made 9' 1". The first spectra of X-rays' and charged particles" obtained 
with thermal detectors are very proaising for application* in nuclear research and X-ray 
astronomy. 



(2) 

She ultimate limiting factor in resolution are the Johnson noise and the thermodynamic noise. Za practical, noise from the preamplifier and from the load resistor may also be a limit at very lov temperature (T < 0.8 K). 
When a voltage impulse (sea figure 3) due to the temperature change is optimally filtered the ultimate resolution is : etpygK - • * [8tt2 Kj t'C]*/ 2 (0 

where s is a non-dimensional conatant normally in the range 1-2 (ref. 10), K B is the Boltsmann constant, T the temperature of the cooling system and C is the specific heat of the bolometer at temperature T. The importance of minimising C without degradation of the efficiency and without increasing extraneous noise ie evident. In lov background infrared photometry, this is also necessary to obtain the lowest IIP t indeed, if the time constant is * (fixed by chopping and low frequency parasitic noise considerations), we have' u : 
RP (0) x /T. « e [KB I* C]»/2 - t^B]?/2 
The resolution of a thermal spectrometer may also be limited by random variations of the impulse responelvity due to factore as, emission of secondary electrons or photons, creation of defeete or metaatable states (see ref. 10, 11 for detailed examination). If the thermal diffuaivity of the abeorbing material is too low then variations of reeponse across the absorbing area due to theraal gradient depending on the impact position degrades the resolution. " '* •" 
The diamond-monolithic thermistor composite bolometer described hereafter bas a very lov heat capacity and the possibility of a large area vith high thermal diffusivity and high absorbing efficiency without erratic thermal gradients. 

Composite bolometer with monolithic thermistor 
In the early 1970s a new type of bolometer first called three-part bolometer1* and now universally called composite bolometer was developped and continuously improved by our group 1 4' 1 6 and others (for example ref. 20-22). In the most efficient version it consists of a theraal substrate coupled thermally to a aonolithic semiconductor thermistor with very small volume (see figure 1). 

t ! WxWV/M| 

Figure 1 - A- The monolithic bolometer concept1*. (The absorbing and thermal substrate (5) la furtherly epoxied on (1)). B- The theraal spectrometer setting for resolution and noise tests. All is cooled at T « 2 K. (1) : doped Oe monolithic thermistor. (2) : legs from the same de material with adequate metallic coating. (3) : thermal shunt to 1 K thermostat through electrically, isolating sapphire pieces (4). (5) i diamond or sapphire substrate, (b) : mechanical support bolted on refrigerator. (7) : calibration sources j either commercial a's mixed radioisotopes source or ISOLDE-made X and fi lO^Cadaiua source. (8) : support of the source. (9), (10) : light source and optical fiber for photometric calibrations. (11) : diaphragm. (12), (15) : actuator with Pb chopper to hide the source during noise or background measurements. (14) : electrical connection to preamplifier. 



The theraal substrate is usually a monocristal of 0», Si. SIO*. AljOj or, best of all, 
diaaond because it has a high theraal diffuslvity in the 0.1-5 K range* *or infrared 
applications it can be coated to optimise absorption while reflecting and/or reflect 
unwanted radiations. 

the «as of a monolithic theraietor peraits to eliainate solders of high hsat capacity 
froa the sensitive part of the detector. We have also discovered that low frequency noise 
are much lower in this case. 

Another essential advantage of the composite bolometer is that it separates the 
absorbing and detection functions. In X-ray theraal spectroscopy the absorber is the 
substrate itself. In figure 2, we have plotted the optical depth of low heat capacity 
aonoeristals as a function of photon energy. rbr instance a diaaond thickness of 
300 microns is required to get one sbsorption length at 6 KsV. 

Heat capacity of these materials is given in Table I*. The optimal choice for the 
substrate is not obvious except for hv « 2 KeV where diaaond is the best material. But 
for hv > 2 KeV, it may depend of a balance between resolution, efficiency, area and 
counting rate especially if the heat capacity of other elements has been made very low. 
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Figure 2 - Optical depth of monocristal materials usable for the theraal and absorbing 
substrats as a function of photon energy (X to y rays) 

TABLE 1 - Voluoe heat capacity of materials for the substrate 

Monocristalline pur* 
aaterial 

Volumic heat capacity 
J/cm» K 

C - C (diamond) 
A1 20 3 (sapphire) 

Si 
Oe 

5 x 10-» T» 
1 x 10- 7 T J 

6 x 10- 7 T J 

3 x 10-* T J 

As for the theraoseter it must have a high variation of resistivity with temperature. 
Doped semiconductor* ai Oe or Si with soae compensating iapuretiea.(k « 0,03 - 0,40) have 
a resistivity varying as power -4 to -9 of T in the 0.1-2 K range 1'» 1 0. 

The lowest volume possible is desirsble but it can be shown ' that the ainiDUB volume 
it a function of the ionisation electric field and of the resistivity. Also a minimum 
area ie necessary for à good thermal coupling to the substrats. 



With our technology the lowest hee>t capacity possible for the diaaond ooapoaite solo- '-. 
aeter la : A 

C (t) » 7 10-** ** + 1.3 10-** »*•* • 1.5 10-»* t • 5 10-»» ï» V (3) 

where T la the volume of the diaaond substrate la cubic ailliaeter ; the 3 first tei 
are the contribution of other eleaents. The corresponding liait in resolution is plotted 
in figure 7. 

tttperlaente and résulta 

the baale experiaental setting is shown in figure 1. ¥e have used a eoaasrclal 239 Pa» 
241 Aa, 244 Ca aixed source for X and 59 KsT Y spectra. Por 6 and I-rays tests a special 
eource has been realised at ISOLDE-CM» (by B. Ravn)-by iaplantlng 109 Cd at low depth in 
a diasond chip 2 aa in diaaeter. Ibis vsry light source is aounted on a 2 position eryo-rnic actuator and can be cooled at 1 K. Our cryogenic systea is Halted till now to 

> 0.8 K and has a typical teaperature atability of 0.01 K/hour. Tor amplification we 
use for the first stage a classical not cooled J-PXT when the detector works in the 1.3-4 
K range where its impedance is lower than 2 NO. For rise tiae studies sad also for 
apsetra in the 0.8-1.2 K range we have recently used a cooled TIA for the first impedance 
atage. All results presented here have been obtained with the detector whose charac
teristics are listed on table 2. • m*^ 

Figure 3 - Pulse shape of tt*e signal due 
to 5 MeV X particle absorbed in 124L 
boloaeter. It is obtained with a cooled 
TIA stags near of the detector to liait 
parasitic electrical capacity of wires ; 
T (boloaeter) • 1.4 K 

TIMI ««•»••••••« 

Table 2 - Characteristics of detector 1241» 

Substrate : diaaond IIA ; area : 1 x 1 mm* 
Thermistor : monolithic type, Oa doped Oe 
2 supporting legs : 0.04 x 0.34 x 1 ma' 
0 (1.3 K ; 400 nA) » 9 x 10- 7 W/K ; 
C (1.3 K) • 4 x 10-»» J/K ; t. (1.3 K) » 0.3 ns 
Ro (1.3 K) • 9 H 0 ; Ro (T) ~ eT-« 

thickness : 250 microns 
; central volume : 0.2 x 0.2 x 0,35 

The shape of the impulse voltage due to a single a particle or X-ray photon is a good 
monitor of the theraal properties of the bolonetsr. But this shape can be distorded by 
parasitic electrical capacities of the input circuit. By using a 70 K cooled TIA stage 
very close to the dstsctor we have obtained pulses with a rising time of 6.3 »ts (see 
figure 3) confirming the good thermal link between thermistor and diaaond substrate. 

The spectrum of figure 4 has been obtained with a normal 300 K preamplifier, an 
analogic filter, a 12 bits A-D converter with a magnetic tape buffer and a very small 
computer calculating t (eleven maxlasl values of voltage) - £ (eleven minimal values of 
voltags) for each impulse. 

With a quadratic optimal filtering a resolution twice better should have been obtained 
on the y-ray line. Resolution on a's is limited by teaperature fluctuations of the 
cryogenics : this spectra needed 5 hours measurement because the computer needed 20 
seconds for the transfert and calculation of each impulse ! 
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Figure 4 - Simultaneous spectrum of s particles and r - ' W w i * h * composite diamond bolo
meter at T (Be4) « 1.2 K. Theoretical position of lines is indicated with a 3.275 KeV per 
channel linear scale. 

The spectrum of figure 5 has been obtained on the 109 Cd source at a lower temperature 
(1 K) and with a cooled TIA first-stags. After analogic filtering we input on a classical 
1024 channel nuclear analyser. This spectrua was obtained in 5000 seconds with a counting 
rate near 100/seconde. The resolution is limited by the TIA noise much higher than the 
bolometer noise. An optimal filtering should have permitted to reach a 6 XeV resolution 
but would have needed very expensive fast acquisition systems. Anyway this spectrua shows 
that relatively high counting rate are possible. The noise spectrua was obtained by DC 
off-setting the output. 
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Figure 5 - Simultaneous spectra of Augtr-electrons and hard X-rays with the 1241. 
bolometer at 1 K obtained with • classical nuclear analyser after background substractlng 
in the low number channels. Symétrie profile pt the noise line was obtained by DC 
offsetting the signal at the input of the analyser. 



For aaeh of theee epaetra «a have calculated the beat fitting to the data (aee figera 
6). Unfortunately theee two spectra, ware obtained at different t'a and with different 
analogie filtering eo each one auat be etudied separately. Anyway we find that the 
linearity la better than 1.5/100 fro» 20 KeT to 6 KeV of energy and than 1.5/1000 between 
5 and 6 NaT. 
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Plgure 6 - Curve a : linearity of the 124L composite boloaeter at 1 K. The dashed line 
is the best fitting to 6 and X-rays lines of the spectrin of figure 5 
Curve b : linearity of the sane detector on T's and a's (with a different filtering than in curve a). The full line is the best fitting to data of 
spectrum of figure 4 
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la figure 7 ws aava ammaarisao' reaulta obtained with thermal spectrometers a* a 
functioa of tas detector température by our group at. 1 K and 4 K and the Goddard-
Viaeoasia one at much lower temperature. 

V* emphasis* that our results have been obtained with linear numerical averaging on 
only a few pointa (11 exactly) of the iapulae with an off-the-ehelf coaposite boloaeter 
having aueh larger heat capacity than highly selected ones so that we are confident that 
a 2 KsT résolution on X-rays at 1 K will be obtained vith better equipment and a «ore 
highly selected coaposite boloaeter. Ve eaphasise also that we have obtained spectra 
with 4l> (PVBH)/I • 5 x 10-' comparable with the neceesary objective for X-ray astronoay 
of àM/Tm 10 eT/5 Is» » 2 x 10-*. Ve have aade aoae calculation that the intrinsic liait 
of a 1 a* 2 diamond composite bolometer would be *B/S • 1 x 10-* in the 0.1-0.5 K tempe
rature range. 

Space applications and related problème 

The thermal spectrometer presented in this paper can be used, alone or assembled in a 
mosaic, as a focal plane instrument for an astronomical gracing incidence telescope. Its 
capacity to detect a single line in the incident spectrum from a cosmic source can be 
Illustrated by the following example. let us consider a boloaeter with a 10 eV resolution 
associated with a 10* em 3 telescope. Ve assume a background intsnsity of 
10-1 cm.2 a.i ks?-

1. In each resolution element of a 1 mm 2 dstsetor the background 
contribution is 1 per resolution element. A confortable detection with 10 photons is 
obtainsd with an incident intensity of 10- 7 ph. em- 2 s- 1. this figure holds ovsr the 
total energy range covered by the telescope. This is two to three orders of magnitude 
better than ths sensitivity sxpeeted from the focal plane Bragg spectrometers of AXA? or 
XMM which are operated over a limited energy range. 

However, several inportant technical problems have to receive a practicable solution 
to make the boloaetere usable in space. 

Pirst of all a very low teaperature cryogenic system of sufficient autonomy with low 
weight and low power consumption must be available. Several systems can be considered and 
sons are under development 2 3" 2 6. An adiabatic dsmagnetisation refrigerator23""24 is well 
adaptsd for temperatures lower than 0.1 K and is insensitive to the abeence of gravity 
contrary to pressnt 3Hs-4He dilution,jwutems. If temperatures in the 0.2-0.3 K range are 
acceptable sore simple 3He systems 0 " can be used. Por a ten years mission several 
refurbishing operationa will be required. 

Another limitation is the nsesssity cf several thin windows between the detector and 
outer space thermally anchored on some shields of the cyrostat (for example at 0.1, 2 and 
40 K temperature). These windows ars required to prevent degradation of the cryostat 
thermal budgst and to reflect unwanted I.R. background which would induce extraneous 
photon noiss in the detector. These windows can be made of a very thin metallised plastic 
fila to be transparent to X-rays while being efficient sa thermal reflectors. They need 
soss developaents. Their pressnee in the converging beam of the telescope will prevent 
the detection of X-rays lower than 0.25 KeV. 

Conclusion 

Potentialities of the composite bolometer with monolithic thermistor have been inves
tigated as a possible high'resolution and high efficiency spectrometer for future X-ray 
astronomy. High linsarity on a large bandpase and high dynamics have been deasnstrated at 
1 X. 

Pirst resolution results with an off-the-shelf bolometer and cheap data handling 
systsa are promising that rssolutions of 2 KeV at 1 X and 20 eV at 0.1 K are realistic 
objectives in the design of an X or y-rmj experiment needing detectors of the order of 
several ma 2. 
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